
UAB „„Erudito“ licėjus, Lithuania
1 EMTY Kubas

We want to make healthier sweets which would be liked 
by people.There is no added sugar in the ice cream, ev-
erything is made from fruit, and we use honey for sweet-
ness.

Kauno technologijų mokymo centras, Lithuania
2 Pinokis

Pinokis manufactures and sells wooden toys . Since raw 
materials cost almost nothing (wood or other types of 
waste remaining in workshops after vocational training 
of carpenters and joiners are used to manufacture prod-
ucts) the low cost of Pinokis products is maintauned. 
They can be sold at lower prices than competitors. Our 
core values: 1) ecology (wood waste is used for products 
(save the tree), 2) sustainability (give the item a second 
life), 3) inclusive education (Pinokis is supplied with some 
products by students with special needs).

Vytauto Didžiojo universiteto „„Rasos“ gimnazija, Lith-
uania

3 Teni

Teni is made from secondary, non-recyclable tennis balls 
that biodegrade in 400 years and are discarded by the 
millions each year. Scientists have proven that taking a 
walk barefoot on a rugged surface is beneficial for your 
health. Walking barefoot outside is an option however, 
the risk of stepping on glass or other sharp objects is 
extremely high. Our product both: creates a safe envi-
ronment for walking barefoot while improving health and 
significantly lowering global pollution.

Kauno Veršvų gimnazija, Lithuania
4 Prabylantis Džiaugsmas

There are many organizations in the world that invite do-
nations to solve various problems, but often the organi-
zations do not give anything to the person who made the 
donation. On average, about 80 children are diagnosed 
with oncological diseases in Lithuania every year, and 
their treatment is difficult and expensive. To help these 
children, we create Morse code bracelets, the profits of 
which we donate to children suffering from oncologi-
cal diseases through the Rimantas Kaukenas Charitable 
Foundation. A customer who buys a bracelet, on which 
a personalized wish can be encoded in Morse code, not 
only has the opportunity to surprise a loved one, but at 
the same time contributes to the treatment of children 
with cancer. In the future, we plan to include children 
with these diseases in the bracelet production process, 
thereby contributing to their ways of self-expression.

Kauno Jono ir Petro Vileišių mokykla, Lithuania
5 Pagalba GO

Our team created a medical aid app for Lithuanian peo-
ple who want to get information about how to easily and 
quickly heal minor injuries. Minor injuries like getting a 
bruise are not something we immediately visit the doctor 
for – we take care of such small medical issues by our-
selves. However, in some cases we may lack experience 
and turn to the Internet for help, but with so much data 
on it we can quickly become overwhelmed. PagalbaGO 
is a simple app that provides information on how to treat 
most minor injuries, all laid out in a concise, easily under-
standable and user-friendly manner. Take it wherever you 
go and rest assured you have a buddy on your phone to 
help you out whenever you need a medical advice. Cur-
rently there are no apps in Lithuanian that provide trusted 
and doctor-approved information on minor injuries and 
how to treat them at home.

Kauno Maironio universitetinė gimnazija, Lithuania

6 FotoYgrikas

Nowadays, people are using a lot of social media, and 
sharing lots of content, and not everyone has the equip-
ment or knowledge to take and edit photos and videos. 
Our aim is to offer these people our filming, photography, 
photoshop, video editing, pictures selling services at a 
competitive price.

Kauno Maironio universitetinė gimnazija, Lithuania
7 Tenebris

The problem is a reduced teenagers communication 
in reality and the formation of preconceived opinions. 
We organize events for students of a certain school to 
get to know each other, but they are blindfolded for the 
duration of the conversation so that they are more con-
fident in communicating and not thinking about their 
appearance. After the conversation they take off the eye 
masks and see who they were talking to. It encourages 
real communication among teenagers, and they are also 
encouraged by the fact that they cannot see each other.
This is a new form of real communication that has not 
yet been tested in Lithuania and can really pay off when 
trying to bring the school community closer together.

Kauno „„Vyturio“ gimnazija, Lithuania
8 Tinginiai

Unique and fun alternative to outdated desserts that you 
can enjoy with coffee. High quality and compact pack-
aging from ECO friendly materials.We are bringing back 
a beloved Lithuanian dessert in a modern and accessible 
way.

Vilniaus Aleksandro Puškino gimnazija, Lithuania
9 ALZA

We suggest vegan handmade soap with design.The 
problem is that not everyone washes their hands when 
they should, and diseases spread as a result of not wash-
ing your hands properly. Our product – soap, is the per-
fect solution to this problem. ALZA is eco-friendly, organ-
ic and 100% vegan product, it softens the skin with oils 
and kills germs.

Vilniaus Jono Basanavičiaus gimnazija, Lithuania
10 Kombo Market

Our user-friendly mobile application offers a platform for 
individuals to sell their leftover uneaten food products, 
while enabling small farmers to market their naturally 
grown food products. This results in a significant reduc-
tion in food waste and is designed with a simple and 
intuitive user interface to enhance the customer expe-
rience. Through our platform, customers can purchase 
affordably priced, naturally grown food directly from local 
small-scale farmers, providing a cost-effective and sus-
tainable solution to their food needs.

Jonavos Jeronimo Ralio gimnazija, Lithuania
11 Persoli

Persoli is a handmade solid perfume for the body in 
unique, environmentally friendly packaging. It is char-
acterized by a variety of scents, including natural ones, 
suitable for people who are irritated by sharp smells. 
Perfect for traveling people due to its durability. We also 
use natural products to make them, so it can be a cute 
symbolic gift for a loved one. Handmade newspaper bags 
are used for all product packaging. We try to pollute the 
environment as little as possible.

Private English Language School “Prof. Ivan Apos-
tolov”, Bulgaria

12 Plantum

“Plantum” is a student company that deals with the 
development, production and sale of our original organ-
ic soil substitute. Our blend is completely natural and 
chemical-free. It has many beneficial properties that 
make the plants healthier and better-looking, all the while 
being easier to look after!

Chernivtsi Professional Lyceum of Services, Ukraine
13 TEA&GO

This is a company that sells tea which are in paper cups. 
A paper cup has got two-layer in which an automated 
measure of tea is poured, it is sealed by a membrane with 
a paper filter which people use in the manufacture of tea 
bags, by the method of thermal soldering. A cup is sturdy, 
it doesn’t leak. Also it doesn’t burn our hands, it doesn’t 
get wet. There are three types of tea in the assortment: 
lippy fruit, green soursop and black tea.

Kauno „„Santaros“ gimnazija, Ukraine (UPLIFT project 
in partnership with UNICEF)

14 FUT BRAIN

Depending on which region you live in and in what cli-
matic conditions you are, people have different frost 
resistance. Now we are in Lithuania, where the climate 
is not familiar to Ukrainians, because in Lithuania there 
is high humidity and cold wind. We are not very used to 
such kind of weather, so we came to the general decision 
to create warming gloves.

Panevėžio „„Minties“ gimnazija, Ukraine (UPLIFT proj-
ect in partnership with UNICEF)

15 GoGo

Mobile app, helping to motivate people move more. It 
contains some healthy tips, notifications, inspiration. We 
also help people to understand bad consequences of 
lifestyle with not enough moving. The app is addressed 
to young people, teenagers in particular, who don’t think 
about the consequences of their lifestyle.

Vytauto Didžiojo universiteto „„Rasos“ gimnazija, 
Lithuania

20 Kirpčiukai

Do you ever cut your hair and the client’s hair always falls 
on the ground? Well, we got a solution. You should try 
the “Hair Catcher”. It is a tool, used for keeping your place 
clean and tidy. It is inovative and highest quality product, 
which takes very little space but provides the hairdress-
er opportunity to not deal with all the useless hair.This 
product has not been seen anywhere else around and 
hairdressers are not using it yet. This has the potential to 
be used by all hairdressers for its huge convenience and 
comfort.

Kauno Kovo 11-osios gimnazija, Lithuania
21 GK Always First Studio

We suggest street dance lessoms for school kids. The 
problem of low physical activity is solved. Learning to 
work in a team, to participate in competitions and com-
pete.

Prezidento Valdo Adamkaus gimnazija, Lithuania
22 New life

We sell tote bags that are made out of “useless” textile 
that end up thrown out into land fills. We reuse unwant-
ed textile from businesses and non used scarves to give 
them a new life as a tote bag. It not only helps business-
es reduce thrown out textile but also helps us reuse 
them in better ways.

Kauno Veršvų gimnazija, Lithuania
23 SUSISUK

Creative kit ‘roll a vax candle by yourself’ – it is time for 
communication! Hand craft therapy with family & friends. 
All what you’ll need are in the kit, so enjoy the process 
and community. We offer a kit with a natural bees vax 
(extracted locally in Lithuania).

Vilniaus Simono Daukanto gimnazija, Lithuania
24 ZERO EAT

Mobile application ZERO EAT emphasizes the problem 
of food waste. We give consumers the opportunity to 
purchase surplus food products at a lower price, and the 
institution itself partially covers its costs.

Vilniaus Aleksandro Puškino gimnazija, Lithuania
25 APM

Our products are handmade accessories for pets, such 
as leashes, collars, hats. The leashes and collars come in 
different sizes and colors and are secure and durable. The 
hats with different sizes and designs are made for pets to 
wear for a photoshoot or just for their and their owner’s 
pleasure. We create these products from high-quality 
materials with our own hands and send part of the mon-
ey we make by selling products to pet shelters. Using 
our products the pet owner can be sure that during their 
walks a pet will be comfortable, happy and secured.

Vilniaus šv. Jono Pauliaus II gimnazija, Lithuania
26 DREK

Sportask is a sports and fitness application that helps 
users find sports partners and join sports events. It offers 
a range of innovative features, including finding sports 
partners based on location and skill level, creating and 
joining sports events, social features. Sportask aims to 
help people stay active, connect with others who share 
their interests, and achieve their fitness goals.

Lauaxeta, Spain
27 Sleeptile

Sleeptile is the product that will fix your child’s sleep, by 
powerful tiles that will emulate the rattle of the street 
tiles and will make your baby sleep peacefully.

Private English School “Prof. Ivan Apostolov”, Bul-
garia

28 CY Power

CY Power is a student company founded by seven young 
and ambitious entrepreneurs, who aim to change the 
world for the better. We found a way to give our buyers 
the option of fast charging their phone or using a regular 
charger whilst being able to use a flashlight and charging 
rechargeable batteries.

Lviv Professional College of Hotel, Tourism and 
Restaurant Service, Ukraine

29 Lions eco-notebooks

Our company “Lions eco-notebooks” offers production of 
Eco-notebooks with your favorite aroma. Our Eco-note-
books are an exclusive product with a cover made of 
eco-cardboard obtained from recycled raw materials 
and with the addition of confectionery flavoring. We 
sought to create a product that would not harm the ex-
hausted nature. “Not to make millions, but to think about 
future generations!”.

Kauno „„Santaros“ gimnazija, Ukraine (UPLIFT proj-
ect in partnership with UNICEF)

30 ECOWORD

People have global problem, when spots remain on the 
surfaces after hot dishes. We suggest a tray for hot dish-
es

Kauno Valdorfo mokykla, Lithuania
31 DE cloud

Imagine you have stopped for a few hours in a city you 
don’t know, or you just have a few free hours you want 
to spend in a productive way (not swapping the phone 
screen) and can’t think of anything to do. That’s where 
the DE Cloud app comes in! In the DE Cloud app, you can 
set your current location, your hobbies, and an available 
time.In the app, there is data about the places and insti-
tutions available to visit. So the app analyzes your prefer-
ences and suggests you an activity route. It’s easy! You 
can also tag more of your interests in our app, which will 
be used when selecting activities personally just for you. 
Our app is designed for short-term tourists or people 
looking for a quick solution to spend a few hours of their 
free time. According to user preferences, the app sug-
gests a personal and unique route to spend the time

Kauno Kazio Griniaus progimnazija, Lithuania
32 HAPPY PET (HP)

The educational toy is made from nature-friendly ma-
terial (our clothes that are not worn). In this way, we do 
not want to give our pets plastic, which shrugs, crumbles 
when the pet bites, thereby polluting the environment.
We recycle clothes and at the same time resurrect them 
for a second life.

Lietuvos sveikatos mokslų universiteto gimnazija, 
Lithuania

33 Calendarium

Our mobile app is a calendar for the community of a spe-
cific place. “Calendarium” is an app where you can quickly 
and easily find and submit information about upcoming 
events in one place for community members.

Kauno Jono Basanavičiaus gimnazija, Lithuania
34 Aristokratai

We’re creating sports app, where you can choose a sport, 
that you might never heard of.

Kauno Kovo 11-osios gimnazija, Lithuania

35 Honeycomb

We educate children about bees, because according to 
our research, not many people know about them. We are 
talking about the big decline of bees, we are trying to 
attract as many people as possible to help stop it. During 
education together with students we make bee products 
like candles, honey, toys of honeycomb. With this prod-
ucts we show what cool things can be obtained from 
bees.This education is for our future generations. We 
think is time to start taking actions if we want in future to 
have bees, because they help a lot in nature and also to 
people.

Kauno „„Saulės“ gimnazija, Lithuania
36 FlyNow

A website that makes vacation booking easy for all trav-
elers. It compares prices and offers of the most popular 
travel agencies. On this site, people can find travel tips 
and news so that vacations won’t be stressful.Our ser-
vice offers travelers to book vacations in a completely 
new and easy way that was never seen in Lithuania. This 
website helps people to take care of all their travel needs 
online so it would have less impact on our planet.

Kauno „„Saulės“ gimnazija, Lithuania
37 ROSAE

We designed a coloring book for children aged 3 to 6 
years, about the environmental protection, recycling 
and etc. We are trying to help improve the knowledge of 
young minds about our environment and how to protect 
it by creating a fun interactive coloring book. Within the 
book, there are a couple of QR codes that lead to educa-
tional YouTube videos about recycling, compost and etc. 
The book includes QR codes, so that kids can learn and 
be productive even while using a mobile phone.

Panevėžio „„Saulėtekio“ progimnazija, Lithuania
38 BIO MERAA

We suggest a playful and original product for oral hygiene. It 
is a toothbrushing gum in a reusable, refillable pack. We aim 
to encourage people to use less plastic and to choose inno-
vative products that are friendly to nature.

Vilniaus Gedimino technikos universiteto inžinerijos licė-
jus, Lithuania

39 Piece of Peace

Our company promotes sustainability by selling clothing and 
accessories, such as tote bags, that were made by us from 
already used or recycled materials. While creating our prod-
ucts, we strived for the lastest youth fashion sense by mak-
ing them extremely eye-catching and dazzling suitable for a 
subtle daily look. Each of the designs are unique too.

Madona state gymnasium, Latvia
40 KiWi

Our product helps to keep the drinks mug warm for a longer 
period of time, so that people don’t have to unnecessarily 
use resources to make a new drink. It can be also used as a 
interior design element.

Private English School “Prof. Ivan Apostolov”, Bulgaria

41 BKids

Art bracelet, with a chip for live location. The bracelet con-
tains puzzle segments, each with a puce of a comic book 
and when they are placed together, they make a story. Now 
parents can be calm without worrying where their kids are 
and the children have a product, which they enjoy.

Higher Vocational School 3, Chernivtsi, Ukraine
42 Fancy Belt

We give new life to old things, thereby saving our planet 
from fabric waste. And with this, we create accessories that 
complement any style, color and desire.

Kauno „„Santaros“ gimnazija, Ukraine (UPLIFT project in 
partnership with UNICEF)

43 Braided Beaded

Our student company identifies a problem that there are 
very few jewelry in stores that you can buy for a reasonable 
price.For this reason our team makes affordable and beauti-
ful jewelry that people can wear every day.

Kauno Veršvų gimnazija, Lithuania
44 HydroScrub

The problem that HydroScrub solves is that there is an 
unpleasant smell and sediment in the water bottles due to 
various liquids and excessive consumption. For this reason, 
people avoid drinking from water bottles and usually throw 
them away, which affects the nature. So, we decided to 
make water bottle cleaning tablets to minimize the problem. 
Our product is eco-friendly, handmade with ingredients, that 
don’t affect people’s health.

Kauno Veršvų gimnazija, Lithuania
45 CardJoy

The problem is that teenagers cannot find common topics 
to talk about with a partner they like. So we created cards to 
solve this problem. The advantages of our product are that 
we focus specifically on teenagers.

Kauno Veršvų gimnazija, Lithuania
46 DER

Our product is candles made out of pearl wax that we im-
ported from America, because there are no alternatives for 
it in Europe. The wax is made out of palm trees, witch is less 
toxic for humans. Our candles are also superior from reg-
ular candles because of their consistency, and if they get 
knocked over its very easy to simply put the wax back inside 
the candle.

Kauno Jono Basanavičiaus gimnazija, Lithuania
47 EngiNears

Our aim is to help our users which can’t easily wake up in the 
morning by creating an innovative app. Our solution works 
by eliminating the possibility of turning a clock alarm off 
without fully waking up. The app works with a small NFC tag 
which we sell.

Vilniaus Abraomo Kulviečio klasikinė gimnazija, Lithu-
ania

51 GABKO

Our product is a communicative card game that encourag-
es more open, meaningful conversations between people. 
The game helps individuals take a closer look at them-
selves, the people around them, their feelings and their 
emotions. The product addresses the lack of lively, open 
communication in modern society. Our goal is to inspire 
people not to hide their feelings and be honest with each 
other through the power of truthful, sincere conversation. 
The game does not have strict rules, the player has to draw 
a card, ask the written question and dive into the depths of 
conversations.

Kauno Stepono Dariaus ir Stasio Girėno gimnazija, 
Lithuania

48 SPINCO

Spinco is a key chain spinner that is made out of very 
durable plastic and a metal bearing that is made out of 
steel, which lets you spin your keys with ease. During that 
process it helps you to release anxiety and all the stress 
that you have built up during a hard or a tough day.Some 
days at school can get stressful, filled with loads of anxi-
ety and all you want to do is relax. We thought of an idea 
while we were spinning keys on a little metal circle, but it 
wasn’t comfortable enough, so we created a design that is 
comfortable, made out of durable plastic and a high quality 
steel bearing which let’s you spin your keys or an that fits.

Kauno Maironio universitetinė gimnazija, Lithuania
49 Luanda

Our dry shampoo is handmade and completely natural. It 
is made using only five ingredients. The main goal of our 
company is continuity and making your hair look the best 
it can.Our dry shampoo doesn’t use any synthetic materi-
als meaning it’s completely natural and doesn’t harm the 
environment.

Kauno Veršvų gimnazija, Lithuania
50 The Power Of Smells

Our candles are made from natural soy wax, which is free 
of paraffin and other substances harmful to health and the 
environment, as well as natural, vegan, fragrance oils that 
have not been tested on animals. The scents are great and 
safe alternative for those who don’t like to burn candles.

Vilniaus Gedimino technikos universiteto inžinerijos licėjus, 
Lithuania

52 DropshipLietuva

Our team’s solution is to sell stress-relieving rings. Unique de-
sign rings are made of durable materials that will ensure cus-
tomer satisfaction with our product. The principle of operation 
is very simple, therefore it ensures longevity.The ring consists 
of two metal parts. One part of the part never rotates and stays 
in place on the finger, and the other part can be rotated , thus 
reducing stress. It is especially helpful for people who suffer 
from an anxiety disorder called obsessive-compulsive disorder 
(OCD).

1–15

Kauno „„Saulės“ gimnazija, Lithuania
16 RooMates

RooMates is an app that will help young people to find a 
roommate and a place to live in. This idea takes an inno-
vative approach to solve an old problem which is: rising 
municipal taxes and rent price that makes it way harder 
for students to afford rent. The world is changing, so the 
solutions must change together. RooMates allows you 
to find a roommate with similar interests in a safe online 
environment and gives an opportunity to find housing on 
the same plane by determining the desired housing price, 
housing nature, city, and district.

Kauno Kazio Griniaus progimnazija, Lithuania
17 Diamond Glow

We’ve found a solution to help people wear reflectors 
as an accessory. We wear reflectors not for beauty, but 
also for safety. We assure you that with these reflectors 
you will not only be safe on the road, but also shine from 
afar. They protect human life and help to be visible on the 
road. You can wear them during the day, as they look gor-
geous.

Interse

Kauno Stepono Dariaus ir Stasio Girėno gimnazija, Lithua-
nia

18 HelpBand

This band is a wearable device designed for safety and peace 
of mind. The band has a built-in button feature that lets you 
contact emergency services with just a touch of a button. With 
its comfortable and durable design, this band is perfect for 
anyone who wants to feel more secure.

Lietuvos sveikatos mokslų universiteto gimnazija, Lithua-
nia

19

Our company “Interse” is developing a fitness and nutrition 
app for unhealthy teenagers. According to the UGA’s college, 
there are almost 1 billion teens in the world who aren’t get-
ting enough exercise. To solve this problem, more than 71,000 
health and fitness apps were released, of which only a fraction 
is being used. That’s why our product has all of the convenient 
features while also having a favorable design.Our product is 
innovative and unique because our app offers the ability to 
gain accessories by completing various tasks and motivation-
al one-minute video pop-ups about the conditions of lack of 
exercise or the benefits if you exercise.

16–19

20–37

Madona State Gymnasium, Latvia
53 Kervu

Private English Language School “Prof. Ivan Apos-
tolov”, Bulgaria

54

Novoiavorivske higher vocation school, Ukraine
55 SHOPpers

Tea cubes with honey in a small metal box for easy travel 
and usage.Tea cubes – easier and faster way to make tea, 
honey – natural sweetener and there’s no need for other 
sweeteners, metal box – replaces easy to destroy boxes 
and protects the tea from outside impacts and moisture, 
boxes compact size – easy and light to carry around.

Gcoffee

We make shoppers out of used jeans, which is how we:1. 
Replace plastic bags2. Reuse jeansWe offer our cus-
tomers to exchange their old jeans and get a discount in 
our store, where you can choose an eco-friendly denim 
shopper for every taste.Our company helps you to be 
stylish while protecting the environment.

Our business purpose is to make biodegradable coffee 
capsules that provide consumers with a sustainable and 
environmentally friendly alternative to traditional sin-
gle-use coffee pods. The company aims to reduce the 
environmental impact of coffee consumption by offering 
biodegradable coffee capsules that can decompose nat-
urally, without contributing to pollution or landfill waste.
Through innovation in materials and production process-
es we strive to create coffee capsules that are not only 
eco-friendly but also meet the high-quality standards of 
coffee lovers. By providing a sustainable and convenient 
coffee solution, we desire to attract environmentally con-
scious consumers who are looking for ways to reduce 
their carbon footprint without sacrificing their love for 
coffee.In addition to our environmental mission, Gcof-
fee wants to build a strong brand that is associated with 
sustainability, innovation, and good quality coffee.

VšĮ Gravitas Schola, Ukraine (UPLIFT project in part-
nership with UNICEF)

56 Vepro

Noticed a lack of an innovative platform that can lead 
volunteering to the next level?We suggest you a mobile 
app – Vepro, where volunteers and organizations can find 
each other and unite to improve humanity’s future.We 
are calling out for actions, uniting people, helping them to 
gain new experiences, and building a better environment. 
Vepro – it’s time to be useful!

Kauno „„Vyturio“ gimnazija, Lithuania
57 Gorilla Max

Our company is solving a serious health issue in our 
society – declining physical activity. The value of our 
product is very clear as it increases physical activity and 
personal health. It also very portable, you can train with 
it in any location or space. Parallettes are used for safer 
callisthenics exercises. We are the first manufacturers of 
these products in Lithuania. We create parallettes with 
high-quality and ecological raw materials in collaboration 
with our local town partners – “Techranga”. Sustainability 
and safety of our products are testsed by professionals.

Prezidento Valdo Adamkaus gimnazija, Lithuania
58 EGP

We are a small group from President Valdas Adamkus 
gymnasium who want to implement our project in real 
life. Electricity Generating Panels which generates green 
electric power from the force that appears when walking 
on them.

Kauno Veršvų gimnazija, Lithuania
59 Sportren

Exercise cards is a way to workout everyday. Everyday 
you pick seven cards, one for each color (muscle group). 
You start with the warm-up card and then you do the 
other six ones. Each card has three levels so you can 
choose wich one is hard enough for you.Our solution is 
innovative because you can workout without distracions 
& mobile screens.

Kauno Jono Basanavičiaus gimnazija, Lithuania
60 MedKit

“MedKit” is a public first-aid kit. It would be accessible to 
everyone who has an accident. All supplies for different 
emergency cases will be put into a seperate bags and 
you would know which bag to pick based on a for a cer-
tain emergency sign on it and a different colour.

Kauno „„Saulės“ gimnazija, Lithuania
61 TALK’IS

Our company noticed a big problem: most people now-
adays have a difficult time starting conversations. So 
we created a card game with creative and interactive 
questions. These cards will help you spend less time on 
your phone, start conversations more easily, and get to 
know yourself and others better.Our card game differs 
from other games because the questions are written in 
two languages: Lithuanian and English. Since our brand 
is from Lithuania, this helps foreigners understand the 
questions and maybe even learn a new language. Our 
game will help people stay away from their phones and 
make conversations less awkward. We want to be sus-
tainable, so our packaging isn’t made with plastic. Also, 
our questions are unusual and creative, so some of them 
can bring a smile on your face.

Kauno „„Vyturio“ gimnazija, Lithuania
62 Cantare

We present a musical card game, which you can play 
with your family and friends and have a wonderful time. 
Our game brings people together, as well as it teaches 
them new songs and introduces to new or old artists.
Our game is unique and never before seen in Lithuania 
and Europe. Its main goal is to bring families together in a 
time were it’s so easy to drift apart.

Jonavos Jeronimo Ralio gimnazija, Lithuania
65 DVJ

We create designs on old and used clothes and turn 
them in to new ones, also we make eco friendly tote bags 
and paint them.

Madona State gymnasia, Latvia
66 Little Universe

Our Student Company makes glass piggy banks with 
tips for saving money. Money saving skill is important, 
because you can never know, when you’ll need safety pil-
low. That’s why we draw people’s attention to how they 
use/manage their money with our product.

State educational institution “Lviv Higher Vocational 
Polytechnic School”, Ukraine

67 BeSweet

Our student company makes candies from natural ingre-
dients. Dried fruits, nuts, sublimated berries and choco-
late give them a sweet taste. We make our product with-
out added sugar and harmful additives. These candies 
will help people take care of their health, using only natu-
ral sweets.

Kauno „„Santaros“ gimnazija, Ukraine (UPLIFT project 
in partnership with UNICEF)

68 CTSM

Our student company suggest clothes with various 
prints, which young people willingly wear. This is their 
distinctive style. The problem of youth style is solved - 
they want to be stylish, stand out from the rest.

Kauno Veršvų gimnazija, Lithuania
63 The Soapwort

The problem arose after seeing how people neglected 
hygiene after the abatement of COVID-19 and realizing 
that regular soaps were not nourishing our skin. We make 
liquid soap with saponaria. Saponaria is a plant that in 
ancient times was used as soap.Our liquid soap is free 
of skin-irritating sulfates and saponaria gives it a gentle 
lather. Our soap contains a lot of natural oils (avocado, 
almond) that nourish the skin, so you won’t need hand 
cream after using the soap. We have two scents options.

Alytaus Jotvingių gimnazija, Lithuania
64 ESEVEM

When you push the button the outlet will turn off the se-
lected electrical devices at your home or office. This will 
help you to protect your home from damage caused by 
fire or other unexpected events and avoid high electricity 
bills. So now you won’t need to worry about your house 
safety.

Ukrainian School “HEROJAM SLAVA”, Ukraine (UPLIFT 
project in partnership with UNICEF)

69 ReKuKle

Our business has a social mission: we give a second life 
to wasted paper by making eco supplies. We plan to 
recycle used notebooks, quite a lot of which remain in the 
school. Our product is eco pens, eco pads, eco folders. 
Our main client is schoolchildren and their parents, as 
well as eco conscious people. Eco products will have a 
unique print based on the age and preferences of cus-
tomers.
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